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Childhood adversity and trauma is a common, 

preventable,  root cause of disease and health disparities 

across the lifespan.1,2 Evidence-informed prevention and 

treatment strategies are emerging.3  Nevertheless, most 

practicing physicians studied have not mastered this 

information.4 

What is the current state of medical faculty knowledge 
and beliefs, the timing and route of knowledge 

acquisition, and are there faculty characteristics 
associated with mastery?

● Response rate: 8.8% (n=81, 72 out of 81 report teaching)

○ UIC>Rush

○ Peds>FM>IM>Surgery>Psych>OB/GYN

● Mastery/Favorability ( ≥80% correct/favorable): 

○ 65% achieved mastery - knowledge questions

○ 42% achieved favorability - beliefs questions

○ 19% achieved both mastery and favorability

● Overall, performance did not significantly differ 

between institutions/depts/race/sexuality/year of 

training completion

○ Exceptions: More females (76%) achieved knowledge 

mastery than males (48%) (p = 0.013)

○ More pediatricians achieved both high knowledge 

and belief scores compared to all other specialties 

(45% vs. 24%, P = 0.047).

● Exposure to concepts

○ 52% described exposure to ≥9/11, but only 21% 

through a formal route

○ Institution, gender, specialty, or year of training 

completion did not significantly affect exposure 

scores

●  96% believe study concepts are relevant to practice; 

yet only 22.2% report full incorporation into work

○ 94% of full incorporaters had been exposed to 

≥9/11 concepts (p<0.01)

○ Respondents who believed concepts were 

relevant but were not applying them indicated 

time was a limitation (P=0.001)

● Open-ended responses aligned with responses to the 

rest of the survey

● Most respondents have mastered
study concepts; the overwhelming 

Majority believe they are relevant;
Few are fully incorporating them. 

Academic faculty are on their way but not there yet.
● Few significant demographic differences exist for 

mastery, suggesting all faculty can learn and apply  
this material. 

● Confidence to fully incorporate/apply these concepts 

is most strongly associated with exposure to content. 
● Learning this content in formal training is likely an 

important route to achieving mastery.

● Results suggest intentional faculty development will 

be  pivotal to adequately arm current  faculty with 

tools necessary to employ these concepts in teaching 
and clinical care..

Introduction Results Discussion

Methodology

Future Directions

This survey is the first of its kind and can propel future 

research in this essential  arena. Next steps include:

1) Expanding the survey sample size and number of 

institutions after validation

2) Assessing the impact of geography and career-stage 

of exposure/education on provider comfort and 

implementation scores

3) Developing and evaluating core competencies and 

curricula

4) Addressing the multilayer concerns of time 

constraints and insufficient resources
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